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(1) Navigating the Internet: A Uniform Resource Locator (URL) is the unique address 
which identifies a resource on the Internet for routing purposes. Know how to interpret 
URLs. 

• Use a web-based traceroute program or a commercial program such as 
"WhatRoute" (Mac) or Neotrace (PC) to trace the route between your computer and 
and a website outside of the United States. Include a screen shot showing a map and 
the text of the specific route taken when contacting the website. Compare your 
findings with those of others in the class. Are websites always located in the 
country in which they are registered? What does this show about the nature of 
Internet-based business and commerce? Traceroute programs can be used to track 
and graph web traffic to specific sites. Obtain a map for the traffic (see statcounter) 
to a specific site such as the Dr. Herr's home page. 

• Compare the connection in the CSUN laboratory with your connection at home or 
school. What are the IP addresses of the computers you are working with? What 
kind of connections are your working with (dial-up, DSL, cable, 100-Base TX 
(twisted-pair LAN), 100-Base FX (fiber LAN), etc.)? Compare are your connection 
speeds. 

• Most schools have developed Acceptable Use Policies (AUP) and have installed 
filters to keep student focused on education. Include text (scan or download is 
easiest) of your school's AUP and a description of the filters in place. If a school 
AUP is not available, provide a sample AUP, cite its source, and provide a link. If 
your are not working in a school, summarize how filters work. 
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     Not all websites are located in the country that they are being searched for. Many of the 
students in the classroom who looked at different websites found that many of the 
websites’ sources originated from other countries: mine originated from Australia.
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Some of the people in the computer lab had a quicker time rate in terms of there 
downloading speed. Others, such as Dr. Herr who ran approximately 14 seconds, took long 
to download.
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Based on these results, the computer that I am using has a sufficient speed for downloading 
and uploading compared to what other people have. 
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Based on these test results, the speed at which my internet runs is substantially slower than 
that of the computer lab at CSUN. What may have been one of the reasons for having this 
test result was that my computer runs on wireless DSL line provided by Verizon. Also, my 
computer does not have the main base station. My IP address is 192.168.2.100.
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By using iChat, one can help colleagues out by remotely take over a computer to provide 
assistance for troubleshouting. It is also a cheap and just as a effective way to communicate 
with other people.
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Los Angeles Unified School District Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) for Students and 
Parents
http://notebook.lausd.net/pls/ptl/docs/PAGE/CA_LAUSD/FLDR_ORGANIZATIONS/FL
DR_INFOTECH/AUP%20BULLETIN%20REVISED%20(1-24-06)%20ATT
%20A36556_0.DOC

(2) Knowing your School: Teachers should have a good understanding of their school, 
students, and thc communities they represent. Much statistical data can be gained using 
online resources. *TPE-tip You may wish to develop a case study of your school using this 
and you personal observations to meet TPE 8. 

• Develop a written profile of your school and students. Your profile should include 
the following: 
• School distinctives : Study your school website and discuss school history, 

distictives and goals. 
• Geography: Describe your campus and its community using satellite photos and 

maps. Using the photos, describe the nature of the community (commercial, 
apartments, single family homes, industry, etc.)

• Socioeconomic status: Include maps showing the socioeconomic status (SES) 
of the communities contributing students to your school. Discuss two or more 
prominent SES characteristics of the school population.

• School performance: Include test scores and the Academic Performance Index 
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of your school. Discuss the academic climate of your school, including test 
scores, API, change in scores, dropout rate, English learners, students requiring 
special education, etc.

Topeka Drive Elementary
Topeka is a one track, K-5 school which opened in 1964. The current principal is Mrs. 
Chiae Byun-Kitayama. The school has programs for Enriched Studies and offers a duel 
language program in Korean. The school is part of District 1 in LAUSD and is considered 
one of the top performing elementary schools in the district. 

Street view
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Satellite View

Topeka Elementary is surrounded by single family homes in a middle class neighborhood.
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Topeka is not designated as Title 1. 
The ethnic background of the school seems to be well mixed between white, latino, and 
asian students.
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Topeka School Based 2008 API Scores
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Dropout rate

(3) College Advisement: Secondary teachers often have the opportunity to advise students 
on decisions pertaining to college. In many environments, teachers are the only individuals 
students know who have been to college.

• Describe a real or hypothetical student (interests, family SES, personality) who is 
interested in pursuing a career in a field related to what you teach. Recommend a 
major and 4-year college and explain the rationale for your recommendation using 
information found on college websites. Provide active links to the colleges, and 
quote relevant information.

• Provide a paragraph of advice to the parents of this student regarding financing 
college. Consider their financial and family situation.

Prospective Student:

One of my cellists in my first period has continually expressed interest in playing cello for 
a living. I would recommend that he look in to the Cole Conservatory of Music at 
California State University, Long Beach and apply there for the Bachelor’s of Music in 
Cello Performance Degree. Students in this program learn to develop their skills as 
performers by playing in large and chamber ensembles. Students develop their technique, 
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musicianship skills, and expand their knowledge of various repertoires. The cello faculty at 
the conservatory include: David Garrett, Joon-Sung Jun, and Richard Naill. All of these 
teachers are well-established in their careers as performing musicians and have played in 
various orchestras around the world including the Los Angeles Philharmonic. Since I am a 
cellist, I can help the student to prepare for the audition. Since the students has already 
taken private lessons before, the student can choice from the repertoire that he has covered 
over the years. Two pieces of music be played that are contrast in style and character, and a 
segment from the first movement of a concerto be played, all in at least ten minutes. 

Parents of Perspective Student:

You son has expressed interest in pursuing music as an education option. As an educator 
and a musician, I am glad to see that your son has continued his music education through 
playing in my orchestra for four years and has committed to taking private lessons. I am 
also glade to see that you’ve supported your son through his journey. This is what many 
universities are looking for in all their applicants. One university that I would recommend 
he look into after he graduates is California State University, Long Beach. The music 
school on campus is called Cole Conservatory of Music. The school has a strong music 
program which is run by reputable teachers and musicians. The school is located in Long 
Beach, California, so it is far from Ojai, California. For monetary issues, I would 
recommend you look into Federal Grants and Loans. Also, I would recommend work-study 
this program allows you student to pay of part of the tuition and school fees through 
working. All of this information can be reached at the University’s Financial Aid webpage. 
More information can be acquired by going to the Free Applications for Federal Student 
Aid.

 (4) Professional Growth: Teachers should model "life-long learning" by attending 
workshops, reading journals, and participating in professional organizations.*TPE-tip You 
may wish to research professional organizations and employment opportunities and include 
plans for professional involvement and career development as part of your Individual 
Induction Plan required for TPE 13. 

• Describe a professional conference (related to your field) you may benefit from 
attending. Describe the purpose and scope of the professional organization 
sponsoring the conference and provide a synopsis of the conference and one or 
more selected workshops or presentations you would like to attend. Include a link 
to the professional organization and to the specific conference. 

The CMEA or California Association for Music Educators conference is a great 
opportunity for all music educators to get together and exchange ideas and methods of 
teaching. Also, many resources are available at these conferences. Performing groups, both 
instrumental and vocal, jazz or classical, perform. This provides opportunities for many 
teachers to observe how a concerts and rehearsals are run by a different director and to 
make selections on future repertoire. Aside for the performances, there are seminars that 
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run all day which focus on any given topic that covers the whole spectrum of music 
education. These seminars are usually run by experts within a particular field, e.g. a 
professional violist who gave a lecture and demonstration on proper methods for teaching 
viola. A third component about the CMEA conferences is that there many types of vendors 
who are marketing different products ranging form music instruments and accessories, 
music, to items that aid teachers who teach general music. Many software programs 
including Finale 2009 and Sibelius 6 are being sold.

(5) Employment: Most schools and districts advertise job openings on the Internet. 
Teachers should use such resources not only to find employment for themselves, but also to 
attract others to their schools and thus build strong departments. 

• Find a job announcement for a teaching position for which you are qualified. 
Include a screen capture of the advertisement. Describe the school and community 
using information found on the Internet. Cite your resources.

Vaughn Next Century Learning Center is a K-12 charter school, headed by CEO, Ivonne 
Chen. The school consists of four of four sub-schools: Panda Land (K-1), Mainland (2-5), 
Middle School (6-8), and V.I.S.A. or Vaughn International Studies Academy (9-12). 
Vaughn is designated as Title One, and it receives most of its funding through state 
government rather than through LAUSD. Other funding is provided by the community. The 
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community that surrounds the school is located on the board between San Fernando and 
Pacoima. The community also mostly consist low-income families. The dominant ethnicity 
is Latino.

(6) Multi-media resources: Numerous educational videos, sound clips, and animations are 
available on the Internet. Teachers should be able to find appropriate multimedia resources, 
and link to or download such files. 

• Identify an audio resource appropriate to teaching your subject (music, speech, 
animal sound, poem, newscast, etc.). Download the file and embed it in your 
portfolio, or provide an active link to it. Cite the source and describe how and why 
you will use it in instruction. 

• Identify a video or animation appropriate to teaching your subject. Download the 
file and embed it in your portfolio, or provide an active link to it. If you provide a 
link, also include screen captures of key sections of the video or animation. Cite the 
source and describe how and why you will use it in instruction.

Pachebel’s Canon (Piano Version)
URL:http://www.csun.edu/~swh13704/audio/Canon%20in%20D%20Major%20by
%20Pachebel.mp3

After my string orchestra plays through the Canon in D by Pachebel, I will have them listen 
to a similar recording of a piano playing the same exact pieces. Students will be asked 
compare the piece on how it sounds when an orchestra plays it and when a piano plays it. 
The main point of this exercise would to show how music can be transferred from one 
medium to another. 
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Anner Bylsma plays J.S. Bach’s Predule for Suite No.1 in G Major

For this exercise, I will play the Predule on my cello for the students. Then, I will have 
them look at the video of Anner Bylsma playing the same piece. Student will make 
comparisons on the similarities and differences on how Anner Bylsma and I play the same 
piece. The main purpose for this activity is to see if students can make note of stylistic 
differences on how this piece is play: Contemporary versus Baroque.

(7) Interactive/Linked Unit Plan : Many application programs (including word 
processors, presentation managers and spreadsheets) allow users to hyperlink to local (e.g. 
movies, animations, presentations, text) and remote files. This can greatly facilitate the 
development and use of a unit plan. *TPE-tip You may wish to incorporate this material 
into a unit plan for TPE1. 

• Develop a unit plan (or augment an existing plan) for the subject you teach, 
incorporating as many resources as possible developed in this class. 

• Incorporate two or more good third-party lesson plans for teaching your subject. 
Cite the author and URL of the resources, and include screen captures of the 
relevant parts of the lessons. 
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• Include links in you unit plan to at least five relevant external internet resources. 
Use a search engine with Boolean search features to locate web sites relevant to 
your subject. Embed the URLs for at least 5 excellent sites (or local files) that are 
related to a lesson you will provide. 

• Provide links to other relevant documents or resources you have developed.

Day 2 and 3 - Chordophones
Teacher Candidate: Stephen Hyde  12/07/2008 12:24:00 PM PDT

BASIC INFORMATION

Date(s) 
Taught: 

Days 2-3

 

Content Area: Music

 

Grade/Level: 6

 

Topic(s): Chordophones

 

Agenda: Day 2
Writing Activity: 5-7 minute free-write on the chordophone family 
Preview: Play a Mozart String Quartet, Solo Guitar piece, or Harp piece
Creative Activity: Rubber band and cup experiments
Day 3
Demonstration: Violin, Viola, 'Cello, and ContraBass as well as Piano and 
possibly Guitar followed by Q&A
Informal Evaluation: A mini string rehearsal playing on a basic rhythmic 
pattern
 
 

STANDARDS AND OBJECTIVES
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California 
Content & ELD 
Standards: CA- California English Language Development Standards

• Skill : Writing

• Area : Strategies and Applications

• Proficiency Level : Early Intermediate

• Category : Organization & Focus

• Grade Level : Grades 6–8

 Benchmark : Follow a model given by the teacher to independently write 
short paragraphs of at least four sentences.

CA- California K-12 Academic Content Standards

• Subject : Music

• Grade : Grade Six

• Area : ARTISTIC PERCEPTION

• Sub-Strand 1.0: Processing, Analyzing, and Responding to Sensory Information 
Through the Language and Skills Unique to Music
Students read, notate, listen to, analyze, and describe music and other aural 
information, using the terminology of music.

• Concept : Read and Notate Music

 Standard 1.2: Read, write, and perform rhythmic and melodic notation, using 
standard symbols for pitch, meter, rhythm, dynamics, and tempo in duple and 
triple meters.

• Area : CONNECTIONS, RELATIONSHIPS, APPLICATIONS

• Sub-Strand 5.0: Connecting and Applying What Is Learned in Music to Learning in 
Other Art Forms and Subject Areas and to Careers
Students apply what they learn in music across subject areas. They develop 
competencies and creative skills in problem solving, communication, and 
management of time and resources that contribute to lifelong learning and career 
skills. They also learn about careers in and related to music.

• Concept : Connections and Applications

 Standard 5.1: Describe how knowledge of music connects to learning in other 
subject areas.

USA- MENC- Grades K-12 National Standards
National Association for Music Education

• Grade Range : GRADES 5-8
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Learning 
Objective(s) 
for Content: 

Students will be able to define what a chordopone is, and what 
instruments are classified as chordophones. Students will develop an 
understanding of the various ways in which sound is produced (bowed, 
plucked, or struck) on an chordophone instrument through recordings 
and live demonstrations.
 

Learning 
Objective(s) 
for Academic 
Language: 

Student will learn about the various type chordophone instruments and 
primarily how to pronounce them and learn the parts of each 
instrument.

 

Prerequisite 
Knowledge 
and Skills: 

Most students should not have a problem thinking about a musical 
instrument. A free-right will be implemented at the beginning of the 
lesson so that students may access any background knowledge they 
posses.

 

LEARNING ACTIVITIES, ASSESSMENT, AND RESOURCES

Sequence of 
Activities: 

On both days, student will write for five to seven minutes on what they 
know or can remember about chordophones. Prompts may be provided 
as a guideline for write. "What do you know about a violin?" "What 
stringed instrument would you like to play?" When students are at 
home, they will type up what they have written and e-mail their 
response to me.

On day two, students go to the computer lab and look up two piece of 
music via audio or video data bases such as itunes or youtube: W.A. 
Mozart's String Quartet No. 17 "The Hunt," Rodrigo's Concierto     de   
Aranjuez for guitar, and Beethoven's Piano Concerto No. 3. All of which 
will be followed by a discussion about what was heard and what 
instruments were involved in producing the music.     After that 
event, student be provide with different sized cups along with rubber 
bands of various lenghts and widths. Students will produce acoustic 
sounding stringed instruments.

On day three, after students write for five to seven minutes on given 
prompts, students from the  advance orchestra will come in and perform 
on their instruments. Again, students will be require to type up their 
responses and e-mail them to me. Afterwards, the students will take 
their string instrument creations, and the class will have a mini rehearsal 
playing simple rhythms that will be written on the board.
 

Differentiated 
Instruction: 

For students who are hard of seeing, or who are classified as ELL/ELD, 
poster boards of the instrument families will be present in the classroom 
with large-font spelling. For students who are aural learners, recordings 
of the instruments may be provided. Students who are kinesthetic 
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learners may find it vary helpful with the creative lesson plan because 
they are able to create and perform on a psuedo instrument.
 

Monitoring and 
Assessing 
Learning: 

Student learning will be monitored with the use of active writing and 
participation in discussion and the creative activity.

 

Rubrics (if 
applicable): 

Students will submit their warm-up writing exercises daily via e-mail.

Rubrics 

1. Participation and Discussion  

 

Resources 
and Materials: 

The white board, poster boards, cups, rubber bands, teh computer lab 
and stringed instruments will be used in this lesson.

 

REFLECTION

Reflection: Through the use of active media and live demonstrations, students were 
about to develop a strong understanding of the chordophone family and 
how it produces sound by analyzing and comparing the sounds of 
various chordophones and the methods which were used to produce a 
sound.
 

Third-Party Lesson Plans

#1 Instrument making by Kaja
http://www.lessonplanspage.com/printables/PMusicAlternativeInstrumentMaking36.htm

Title - Instrument making 
By - Kaja 
Primary Subject - Music 
Secondary Subjects - 
Grade Level - 3-6 
Instrument making

You can have fun making simple instruments with children.
For example cutting the ends of straws in a "V" shape, flattening them and then blowing 
hard will produce interesting sounds! Experiment with the length of straws. Discuss 
relationship between length and pitch.
Discuss how length of air columns affect sound in things like recorders etc.
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Try rubber band guitars. Use a sturdy box with a lid. Cut a circle in the top for the sound 
hole. Stretch rubber bands, or elastic (eg hat elastic) around the box and lift elastic up off 
the box with pencils each end to avoid buzzing.
Discuss the effect of different lengths of elastic, different thickness, and different tensions 
and how it affects pitch. Explain similarities with guitars and violins and other string 
instruments.

Try a prayer drum or ape drum:
Cut the ends off 2 balloons. Stretch them over 2 large coffee lids. Tape a pencil to the back 
of one, to act as a handle. Attach a string to the pencil and on each end of the string, place a 
small bead. (Make sure the bead is placed in the right spot, so that when it swings around, 
it will hit the balloon).
Attach the 2 coffee lids together with tape, enclosing the pencil. 
Put pencil between palms and rub together. The string and beads should swing around to 
hit the balloons on either side, producing a great sound.
Discuss effect of tightness of balloons on the pitch and volume of sound. Discuss 
applications to other instruments eg) tambours, drums etc.

Water jars. Find a collection of jars and experiment until you can create the notes d r m f s l 
and then paint the water level on the outside so you will know next time.
Get the kids to arrange the jars in order from lowest to highest pitch. Tap jars and play 
"Mary had a little lamb" or "Twinkle little star" etc. Discuss the effect of depth of water, 
container size and shape, glass thickness, etc. How do they affect the pitch?
Experiment with identical containers too!

Try some bottle maracas!
Fill drink bottles with different objects, pens and pencils, buttons, rice, etc. Try ping pong 
balls - cut a drink container in half, put the balls in and retape, decorating the container. It's 
amazing how many kids can't work out how the balls got in there! Talk about volume and 
texture of sound.

I hope you have fun with some of these ideas.

Kaja 

E-Mail Kaja! 

#2 Baroque Composition Discover by Meline Shaw

http://www.lessonplanspage.com/printables/PMusicCIBaroqueCompositionDiscovery46.ht
m
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Title - Baroque Composition Discovery 
By - Melanie Shaw 
Primary Subject - Music 
Secondary Subjects - Computers / Internet 
Grade Level - 4-6 

LESSON DURATION: 50 minutes

OBJECTIVES:

O  Students will identify the structure of Baroque music 
O  Students will identify the style of Baroque music 
O  Students will identify the themes they notice in Baroque music 
O  Students will hypothesize about the historical period of selected pieces following 
identification of major stylistic elements of Baroque music

MATERIALS NEEDED: Samples of 12 short excerpts of Baroque music and samples of 
several other examples of music from various classical historical periods (to include 
Baroque music), PowerPoint slides of Baroque art and architecture, blank hypothesis sheets 
numbered from 1-10, and computer workstations

LESSON STEPS
Anticipatory set: Show PowerPoint slides of Baroque art and architecture to students in the 
computer lab. Describe the "ornamental" features of art from the Baroque period and 
introduce Baroque music through playing an example from Handel’s Messiah showing 
ornamental style of the music.

Steps:

1. The teacher should play 12 short excerpts of Baroque music featuring the most 
influential composers from the period. Have students listen to examples and take notes as 
desired to begin identifying what they are hearing in the examples. Students will have the 
opportunity to hear several examples of Baroque music. They should begin to identify 
specific thematic elements.

2. Pair the students up. Have the students get into groups of two. The students will work as 
partners for this lesson.

3. Provide each pair a copy of the disk with the musical excerpts. Students should listen to 
the examples again. Students will begin to work together to complete lesson.

4. Students will classify the examples by theme, style, and structure. Students will work 
with their partners to make a chart in Microsoft Excel identifying stylistic, thematic, and 
structural elements of the examples. Students will note ornamental aspects of the music, 
instruments played, tempo, form, rhythm, and melodic components of Baroque music.
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5. Have students present their charts to the other students in the class. Students will identify 
the major elements of their charts for comparison with others in the class. Students will 
collaborate together to identify major components of Baroque compositions. 

6. Pass out the blank hypothesis sheets for all students and play 10 further music samples 
ranging from all historical periods of classical music. Have students write yes or no 
following each example to indicate if the music played fits into the Baroque category. 
Students will write the word "yes" or "no" to indicate if the example played fits into the 
Baroque period according to stylistic, thematic, and structural elements. Students will begin 
to identify the music of the Baroque period according to their own understanding of music 
from that period.

Closure: Play an excerpt from Vivaldi’s Four Seasons as the students are closing down the 
computers and moving back to their assigned seats. Have students give a "thumbs up" 
signal if they believe the music is Baroque or "thumbs down" signal if they think it isn’t. 
Quietly pass out a prize to those who guess correctly.

Going further: Have students research Baroque composers. Provide students musical 
examples from their chosen composer. Allow them to present their reports to the class and 
play their favorite musical excerpts from that composer. 

STUDENT ASSESSMENT: Students will demonstrate their understanding of Baroque 
music through the completion of the blank hypothesis form. They will be presented with 
ten musical examples, half of which should be music from the Baroque period. The 
students will indicate their understanding of music from the Baroque period by correctly 
identifying music that fits into the Baroque category and music that does not. Students will 
obtain a score of 80% or better to demonstrate mastery on the assignment. 

E-Mail Melanie Shaw! 
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